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Engineering with Mathcad: Using Mathcad to Create and Organize your Engineering CalculationsButterworth-Heinemann, 2006
A must-have resource demonstrating the power of Mathcad to create calculations for solving complex engineering problems    

       Using the author's considerable experience of applying Mathcad to engineering problems, Engineering with Mathcad identifies the most powerful functions and features of the software and...
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Handbook of Computer Vision Algorithms in Image AlgebraCRC Press, 2000

	Image algebra is a comprehensive, unifying theory of image transformations, image analysis, and image understanding. In 1996, the bestselling first edition of the Handbook of Computer Vision Algorithms in Image Algebra introduced engineers, scientists, and students to this powerful tool, its basic concepts, and its use in the concise...
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Archaeological Chemistry (RSC Paperbacks)Royal Society of Chemistry, 2008
The second edition of this popular title Archaeological Chemistry builds on the successful formula of the first edition. The existing case studies have been expanded to take account of new perspectives and new data in the intervening decade since the 1st edition was published. In addition, two new chapters emphasise the significant increase in...
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Learning Perl on Win32 SystemsO'Reilly, 1997
In this smooth, carefully paced course, leading Perl trainers and a  Windows NT practitioner teach you to program in the language that promises  to emerge as the scripting language of choice on NT.  Perl for Win32 is a  language for easily manipulating text, files, user and group profiles,  performance and event logs, and registry entries. Based on...
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Mental Well-Being: International Contributions to the Study of Positive Mental HealthSpringer, 2012

	This book provides a new generation of research in which scholars are investigating mental health and human development as not merely the absence of illness or dysfunction, but also the presence of subjective well-being. Subjective well-being is a fundamental facet of the quality of life. The quality of an individual’s life can be...
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Emerging Natural Hydrocolloids: Rheology and FunctionsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2019

	
		The first guide devoted to the functions, structures, and applications of natural hydrocolloids

	
		In today’s health-conscious climate, the demand for natural food products is growing all the time. Natural hydrocolloids, therefore, have never been more popular. With their thickening, stabilizing, gelling, fat...
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SAP R/3 for Everyone: Step-by-Step Instructions, Practical Advice, and Other Tips and Tricks for Working with SAPPrentice Hall, 2005
SAP R/3 for Everyone is the nontechnical user's guide to working with SAP R/3, the leading business enterprise software product in the world. Written and road-tested by experienced SAP R/3 users and trainers, this book saves typical SAP R/3 users time and trouble by providing them with the universal skills needed to...
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Client-Side Reporting with Visual Studio in C#Apress, 2007
Client-Side Reporting with Visual Studio in C# shows how to design and create stunning professional reports with the SQL Server 2005 and Visual Studio 2005 Reporting Services.
	The only comprehensive guide to client-side Reporting Services
	Practical, step-by-step instruction on designing, developing, and...
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Novell® Open Enterprise Server Administrator's Handbook SUSE® LINUX® EditionNovell Press, 2005
As an administrator of a Novell Open Enterprise Server on a SUSE Linux system, you are looking for ways to leverage it as a platform for delivering Novell's robust network services. Look no further. SUSE Linux and Open Enterprise Server Administrator's Handbook provides you with the information that you need to take advantage of the various Novell...
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Computational Chemistry Using the PCJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
It is a truism (cliche?) that microcomputers have become more powerful on an almost exponential curve since their advent more than 30 years ago. Molecular orbital calculations that I ran on a supercomputer a decade ago now run on a fast desktop microcomputer available at a modest price in any popular electronics store or by mail order catalog. With...
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Medical Informatics: Knowledge Management and Data Mining in Biomedicine (Integrated Series in Information Systems)Springer, 2005

	Medical Informatics and biomedical computing have grown in quantum measure over the past decade. An abundance of advances have come to the foreground in this field with the vast amounts of biomedical and genomic data, the Internet, and the wide application of computer use in all aspects of medical, biological, and health care research and...
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Instant Oracle Database and PowerShell How-toPackt Publishing, 2013

	PowerShell provides a rich, object-oriented scripting language that can be used to perform a number of Oracle database tasks. It can be harnessed to automate manual tasks in graphical database management systems or go beyond what can be done in Oracle-only command line shells.


	Oracle and PowerShell will walk you through scripting a...
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